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Context: Why PSM matters?





Today’s complex context of information disorder (Wardle, 2022)

Disinformation: 
fabricated / deliberately 
manipulated content; 
conspiracies, rumours 

Misinformation: false 
information shared either 
without checking veracity or 
with firm belief that  
information helps

Malinformation: deliberate 
weaponization of content 
produced by institutions; 
deliberate 
misrepresentation of 
content; deliberate leaking 
of sensitive content to 
cause harm



Today’s complex contexts of PSM (e.g., Horowitz & Dragomir, 2021)





Framework: How PSM matters?





CZ, ES, FIN, UK
14 statistical indicatorsContext

● Media landscape (resilience) 
● Audiences
● PSM

CoE mandates
Late 2020Content

● Fact-checking
● Content addressing disinformation
● Critical literacy
● Children and young people
● “Innovations”
● Collaborations

PSM representatives
Fact-checkers
Experts in MIL
21 interviews

Commentary
● Best practices
● Current challenges
● Future activities



Issue Source

National media landscape 

Media freedom World Press Freedom Index (RSF 2020)

Foreign intervention Foreign Intervention on Social Media Index (Digital Society Project 2018)

Media literacy Media Literacy Index (Lessenski 2019)

Audiences 

Internet access Internet penetration (Newman et al. 2020)

Awareness of disinformation Perception of false news (Eurobarometer 2018)

Trust Trust in news media (Eurobarometer 2018)

Exposure Exposure to disinformation (Eurobarometer 2018)

Confidence Confidence in own ability to detect disinformation (Eurobarometer 2018)

Public service media

PSM reach Market share, reach or equivalent; annual reports or equivalent

PSM news reach Weekly reach (%) online and offline (Newman et al 2020)

PSM news consumption by age Sources of news by age (Schulz et al. 2019)

PSM news consumption by education Sources of news by educational level (Schulz et al. 2019)

PSM news, trust Brand trust scores (Newman et al. 2020)

PSM and populist attitudes Cross-platform audience maps along populist attitudes (Schulz et al. 2019)



Capacities differ 

➔ Surprisingly many activities (note: late 2020 vs. now)
➔ Modest degree of transferability
➔ Degrees and understandings of fact-checking
➔ Modest degree of collaborations
➔ Beyond trusted news: educational role emphasized in 

developing literacy solutions to information disorder



Take-aways: Build trust



Policy recommendations: The antidote is trust

➔ Context. Governments should ensure that PSM are politically, editorially and financially 
independent to be able to responsibly and credibly play a leading role in fighting 
disinformation. Resources to build trust.

➔ Content. PSM should be allocated resources to be able to produce quality content, lead in 
digital media literacy efforts, and expand its online presence as a way to increase its impact. 
Means to build trust in multiple fronts.

➔ Collaboration.. PSM should be encouraged or even required to collaborate with other news 
and content producers as well as fact-checking groups and involve in more meaningful ways 
the citizenry in its anti-disinformation efforts as, ultimately, it is the PSM impact on audiences 
that will make a difference in the effort to obliterate disinformation. Partners in enhancing and 
multiplying trust.



Research on the Nordics underway.
The EBU MIS to collaborate.

https://datalab.au.dk/nordis
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Thank you, kiitos!
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